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Be a Paul of the Modern World

• St Paul was a major figure in founding Christianity, and
he was the ultimate missionary, travelling throughout
many countries, preaching the gospel of Jesus.

• Paul’s letters helped, supported, encouraged and
inspired the communities and interpreted the teachings
of Jesus. Paul’s writings formulated key teachings about
the nature of the Church. He taught about how Christ
lived in them and by their baptism and the Holy Spirit
they were able to contribute to the Christian
community.
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Old and New Challenges

• The film brings to life the real human 
struggles, fears, and challenges Christians 
faced.  

• Christians were trying to live out their new 
faith in the face of life-threatening 
persecution and danger.  Just like us, they 
wrestled with daily uncertainties, seeking to 
live what they believed as they experienced 
God’s ongoing transformation within.  



Love is still the only Way

• COVID-19
• Black lives Matters
• Natural disasters
• Division

• In many ways our world isn't so different from that of the early church. We watch
horrendous events unfold around the world, down the Street, or in the news.
When you imagine the worst being done to you and those you care most about,
what would your reaction be?

• This is not love as a feel-good emotion, but a choice toward action. It goes
beyond justice. In some cases, it goes above and beyond what should naturally
be expected of anyone. This kind of love requires seeing the world and our own
experience from different perspective.



“By this everyone will know that you are my 
disciples, if you love one another.”  John 13:35
This is what Jesus envisioned for His followers, His church.  This is to be 
what marks and identifies us in this world: love.  

https://youtu.be/ugQwh-phnZY



The Brain and its functions
• Pre-frontal Cortex
• Limbic Area

• Amygdala
• Hippocampus

• Brain Stem

• Chemicals
• Cortisol
• Oxytocin
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I want to incoporate a Little of my every day work as we guide parents on how they can help their child be successful.And how they can manage certain challenges when trying to be their teachers. Understanding how we function is vital to haveing a successful year. 



Brain Stem

• Connects the brain to the spinal cord.
• It contains many important pathways that run between the 

brain and spinal cord as well as pathways to other areas
• Works on automatic-Essential for survival -the cardiovascular and 

respiratory systems are working properly. 
• reflexive actions, including vomiting, swallowing, coughing, and 

sneezing.
• nerves that deal with sensations from the head and face, 

motor movement of the eyes, face, and mouth, hearing, 
equilibrium, and autonomic functions like tear and saliva 
production.

• eye movements and visual processing, auditory processing. 
• contains the major dopamine-producing - area is involved in 

motivation and reward
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Amygdala
• Brain stem we mainly worry if they are in survival mode. 
• From the beginning one of the worries during this pandemic has been for 

those families that struggle, or the family system is already struggling.   
• We don’t know what is going on in the home 
• So when the child is learning, is the child in the fight/flight/freeze mode?



Hippocampus
What positive experiences can we provide the
child with when having to learn from a virtual
class.
How can we affect the hippocampus in a
positive way to be able to remember the
lesson of the day or week.
If we give too much work to the parent, we
may put them in the amygdala, and they will
not be able to teach their children.
Some parents may already be in the amygdala
as they enter the faith formation program
simply because they do not feel competent
themselves to teach. So the amygdala
highjacks the brain displaying frustration
towards their children. Which can easily turn
into a negative experience for the child and
guess what, that memory will stay in their mind
for the rest of their lives and when they are
able to make the choice of continuing their
faith journey because that memory will come
up, they may totally just leave the faith.



Prefrontal Cortex
• The goal is for everyone participating in the lesson plan be it through 

zoom or the parent teaching the child would be to make sure they are 
in the prefrontal cortex.

• If the child is not in the prefrontal cortex the child will not be able to 
take in the information being taught to them.

• The same goes with teachers.  If the teacher guiding the parent or the 
parent learning from the teacher, if they are not in their prefrontal 
cortex, they will not be able to fully focus on the lesson plan. 
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Family as “Domestic Church”

From the Catechism of the Catholic Church:
• 2685 The Christian family is the first place of education in prayer. Based on the

sacrament of marriage, the family is the “domestic church” where God’s children
learn to pray “as the Church” and to persevere in prayer. For young children in
particular, daily family prayer is the first witness of the Church’s living memory as
awakened patiently by the Holy Spirit.

• According to the Second Vatican Council’s Dogmatic Constitution on the Church:
“The family, is so to speak, the domestic church.” (Lumen Gentium #11) This
means that it is in the context of the family that we first learn who God is and to
prayerfully seek His will for us. In the following bullet points you will find some
suggestions on how to build your “domestic church” through a life of prayer that
can help all the members of your family.
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Modern Day Domestic Church





Scenario

• Family consists of Mom, Dad, Grandmother and Four Children.
• Children are 1, 5, 15, 18
• Scene: 
You, the teacher, have sent the family an invite to ZOOM.  You sent the 
instructions of how to ZOOM in.  
Family ZOOMS in, you are the teacher for the 15-year-old.  
The 15-year-old had a fight with her best friend…doesn't really want to be in 
class.  What do you do? 



• Who is the family?  

• What is their current situation?  

• How much do they themselves know?

• What had been their faith journey and where is their faith journey now?  

• What traditions do they have that are correct teachings? Have they had any 
formation?  In the olden days, formation came down the generations. So 
they had some capacity of learning and teaching.



Tools for Building A Domestic Church
• Begin praying as a family and reading from Scripture daily, certainly before meals,

but also first thing in the morning or before bed. Find a time that works for your
family. Use the liturgy of the Church as a model for prayer and try to include
heartfelt unstructured prayer as well.

• Pray a Family Rosary (each member leads a decade, and everyone shares
intentions).

• Have a crucifix in a prominent place in the home, and in every bedroom.
• Make the Sacraments a regular celebration – take the whole family to Confession

and Mass!
• Begin family traditions based on the seasons celebrated in the liturgical calendar.
• Make your vacation a holy pilgrimage by visiting the shrines and saints of our land

and the world.
• Make worshiping God a priority. Never miss Mass, even while traveling – go to:

www.MassTimes.org to find a church near you!



Tools for Building A Domestic Church

• Teach stewardship and charity to your children, through word and example.
• Demonstrate love for your spouse, your children, your neighbors, and the world. 

Remind their children that they are loved by God and have been given gifts to 
serve others.

• Talk freely about the presence of God in the joys and sorrows of your life.
• Welcome into your home and support priests, brothers, sisters, deacons, and lay 

ministers in the Church.
• Participate in the lay ministries and activities of your parish community.
• Allow your children to witness you in private prayer. Encourage your children to 

pray daily on their own, to listen for God’s call, and if heard, to respond.
• For more ideas on how to build your home as a Domestic Church, go to: 

www.domestic-church.com or visit The Family Fully Alive, sponsored by the 
Knights of Columbus.



Resources and Hands on Projects

• Diocese of Dallas has a wonderful selection 
• What are your interests, what is your way of teaching

• Busted Halo, Books, Packets….



21 21

Comparative Suffering

50/50 Myth-Gap Plan

Settling the Ball
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Collective Exhaustion---Funeral Example…after everyone leaveCollective Exhaustion means that we are all functioning in our amigdala, and when we are in our amigdala it takes a lot of energy, it drains us individually,Well now add that same exhaustion you are feeling to the world….that is what is meant by collective…we are not in this alone.  I don’t know about you but these past few weeks since we have had to shelter in place and work from home.  It feels like I am working more now and am exhausted.  Often I find myself normalizing, taking a different perspective when the amygdala wants to highjack my brain and give myself some grace. So how do we heal.  We heal collectively with Brene’s strategies.The Strategies guide us into  shifting our mindset to move forward through this collective exhaustion we are experiencing during this pandemic.  They are Comparative Suffering means, 50/50 Myth (Gap Plan) and Settling the Ball which is a lot like Momentous strategy of Settling Your Glitter. 



ESSENTIAL
WORKERS 

TIPS

Check In
Set boundaries

Assess
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•  Parent educators TipI don’t know about you and not to discredit our healthcare workers, maintenance workers or Cashiers.They are literally the ones who are keeping us functioning.  However, each one of you is an essential worker as well…you are an essential for your agency, co workers and families both the ones you serve and personal.So here are some essential worker tips that are mentioned by Brene again paraphrasingCheck in-•One of the first ZOOM Meetings I scheduled was first to check in with the Parent Educators and Family advocates to see how they were doing. •Then when I met with the parents for the first time, it was simply to check in again and there was no teaching.  It was just a space for them to have an outlet of how they were processing the whole situation.Setting Boundaries: •It was important to set boundaries on how the ZOOM meeting were going to be run.•Parent Liaisons became my point of contact with families.  I became the point of contact for the families whose parent liaison was not able to continue to be their point of contact.  •Assured them that it would continue to be a safe space as it was in the classroom, except we were only dong it virtually.•Finally assured them that we were all new at this and we were all learning.Assess:•Part of the check ins were also to assess the situations.  Did any of the families need emergency resources.  •I also had to assess did they have the technology available they needed. •Talked to them about how this was a great opportunity for them to model that they too had to finish their class.  Keeping in mind that time could be a factor due to the children being at school.You are essential and it can be scary and overwhelming but know that you are in a TFT. 



• Newness = vulnerability 
so we must be able to 
name it to tame it.

• “This is uncomfortable 
because brave is 
uncomfortable”

• This feeling is not 
permanent

• This feels bad, but this 
too shall pass

• This is going to be 
uncomfortable for a 
while

• I will go towards it in a 
secure and healthy way

Self-Efficacy • TFT-Terrible First Time Newness makes us vulnerable.  
Grit allows us to push through unchartered water.  Grace
allows us to trust the process and be patient with 
ourselves a we move through unchartered waters.    
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Definition of vulnerability •Uncertainty, risk and emotional exposureSLIDE 17:  SELF-EFFICACYWe have talked about Self-knowledge, Self-Awareness, Self-Care…Let us conclude by understanding that self-efficacy is the only way we will only be able to move through this pandemic.  So if you look up self-efficacy you will see that it is defined as an individuals belief in his or her capacity to execute behavior necessary to produce specif performance attainments. Another definition is Self-efficacy reflects confidence in the ability to exert control over  one’s own motivation, behavior, and social environment.  For this particular topic we will focus on the second one definition.My source of information is Brene Brown…Brene Brown is a research professor at the University of Houston, she is a writer and a speaker.  She was actually one of our Momentous Changing the Odds Speakers.   Most of the following information comes from her Unlocking Us Podcast and Blog.      Brene Brown gives us the tools/strategies to be confident, and motivated to be able to functional in our respective capacities…she empowers us as we go through a new experience.  she uses terms such as vulnerability, courageous and brave.  She talks about TFT’S which simply means TERRIBLE FIRST TIME…in reality if you listen to her podcast she calls it something different…tune into her podcast if you want to know the true initials. Vulnerability--We get so afraid of vulnerability and stop trying at new things.When we give up about being new and being awkward, we stop growing and if we stop growing we stop living.  When we stop growing we start declining there is no neutral hereWhen we no longer feel that discomfort of being new of being an awkward learner things begin to shot down inside of usThe discomfort of new exploration of doing new things of being an awkward rookie again that’s the juice that’s the life bloodCourage-And it is not because being new gets comfortable it is because we have learned how to normalize discomfort…normalizing discomfort learning how to stay standing in the midst of feeling unsure and uncertain that is the foundation of courage.Imagine what it would be like to know that you can get through something that’s vulnerable and uncomfortable that you have what it takes to survive the cringy awkward momentsIf we recognize that we are going through  TFT moment’s it will help us charter through these unprecedented time.   Her strategies are very applicable to us as professionals but also for the families we serve.  Parphrasing her message, TFT Terrible first times is about new things make us vulnerable, grit allows us to trust the process and get through the discomfort. Grace allows us to be patient with ourselves and there is no fast way of getting through this…we simply have to go through it.   So what does this look like…refrencing our current pandemic situation.Normalize…go over points…remember when we talked earlier about name it to tame it?  Well this is exactly what she is talking about.  So what is new about being in a pandemic?  Naming the (TFT)leads us to three steps1.	We can normalize ita.	This exactly how new is supposed to feelb.	This is uncomfortable because brave is uncomfortable 1 we have never had to social distance 2.  we don’t know how to explain this pandemic to the kids because we are still trying to understand it ourselves. 3.  we are not teachersTherefore we feel anxious, afraid, uncertain etc.  If you don’t own the feelings then they will fester within you.  We need to be able to model what these emotions look like in a healthy way.  As a parent educator I need to make sure that I am transparent and honest about what I am feeling and acknowledge them in a healthy way so I can be able to model to the families I work with and  for that matter my own family.  So I use a scale from 1-10.  Usually I use it to teach my families how to start conversations.  Recently I used it to check in with my families.  So I asked them, many of them put themselves at a 10.  Basically what that told  me is that they have not learned name their feelings and are going around pretending to be doing okay.  So I felt I needed to self disclose in the sense that I was let them know that on that particular day I was feeling at a 7.  Told them the story as to why and challenged them to recognize when feeling come up and to name them.  PERSPECTIVE2. Put it in perspective	a.This feeling is not permanent and doesn’t mean that I suck at everything.2.  Perspective: again referring to the pandemic…this is not a permanent situation…although it feels pretty permanent…and this too shall pass, it is not forever although it feels like it will last forever. Brene points out that the perspective of each one of us is going to be based on our experiences.  So children will have a whole different perspective of how social distancing is affecting them vs. our own perspective of how social distancing is affecting us.  We have more tolerance because we understand the situation a little better but they don’t.  Acknowledging their feelings are valid and our job is to help them keep it in perspective by acknowledging their feelings. REALITY CHECK3.  I can reality check my expectations.     a.This is going to suck for a while and I am not going to crush this right away.3.  Reality Check-we know this is uncomfortable at least for a while but we will go towards it in a secure and healthy way.  This is where that grace comes in- we need to be patient with ourselves we have to make sure we monitor what we see because this is when we become the most vulnerable causing us to spiral into narratives that put us out of sinc. 



We have exhausted our 
bodies collectively

Cortisol levels are 
overflowing; it’s time for 
some Oxytocin

Strong lasting relationships 
are rarely 50/50

Naming the Family Gap Plan

SHIFTING 
MINDSETS

SETTLING 
THE BALL

Time to settle the 
ball

Time to settle the 
glitter
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Comparative Suffering –Pizza ExampleOne of the curriculums I teach is love and logic and one of the terms I am constantly teaching through this curriculum is Empathy.During this time we need to give ourselves empathy…but we may not be able to because we probably haven’t allowed ourselves to do so.    So here is Brene’s explanation of Comparative suffering…something that perhaps many of us feel but we could not put a name to it.  I will totally quote this because I want to say it correctly…so it is Brene talking: Myth:  of comparative suffering comes from the belief that empathy is finite (restricted, limited)That empathy Is like pizza…it has 8 slices.  So when you practice empathy with someone or even yourself there is less to go around.  So if I am kind and gentle and loving towards myself around these feelings, if I give myself permission to feel them and give myself some resources of energy of care around them I will have less to give for the people who really need them…health care workers, grocery shop folksWhen I am empathic with myself there is less to go around because empathy is finite….false.When we practice empathy with ourselves and others we create more empathy…love is the last thing we need to ration in this world. Comparable to oxygen MaskStop ranking suffering…What’s helpful is perspective---complaining is okay, letting ourselves feel these hard emotions is important and mandatoryTo be empathic people.  But we can do it with perspective…hurt is hurt…we respond with empathy the healing that results affects all of us.  50/50 Myth- Family Gap planMyth-strong lasting relationships are always 50/50Strong lasting relationships are rarely 50/50	  Strong lasting relationships when your partner can pony up that 80% when you are down to 20%.	  And vice versa---expectations from each other	  Naming where you are…whats the family gap plan (create family gap plan when you are in your prefrontal cortex)Example:  She at 15 he at 45 there is a gap…gaps are in several instancesWhat happens when there is a gap…move into the family gap plan with complete seriousnessGuess what she named as her Family Gap plan…All the points we covered under Self-careExercis, nutrition, sleep etc.  Settling the Ball- Soccer example  Settling your glitterTMetaphor-soccer---settle the ball•	Create new normal and grieve the loss of normal at the same time•	Going to require focus, breath and moving from fear and anxiety to proactively developing a strategy with solid information.•	**Limit your news intake, screen time…find 1 or two reliable sources that you trust that are around science and epidemiology •	And even with good epidemiology there are calm spreaders and fear mongers.•	Lean in trust, gather what you need to be strategic.  Don’t over watchTime to settle the ball…. bring it down, get it between our feet, read the field, be more thoughtful about where we are sending things nextIn momentous institute we call this Settle your Glitter.  Going back to the beginning we move from the amigdala to the prefrontal cortex so we can better manage our emotions.  Here is a brief video of one of our momentous kids showing us how to settle your glitter. 



Understanding how we were created with a 
lens of understanding the self
• I appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the mercies of God, to present 

your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is 
your spiritual worship. Do not be conformed to this world, but be 
transformed by the renewal of your mind, that by testing you may 
discern what is the will of God, what is good and acceptable and 
perfect.

- Romans 12:1-2



“

—Brené Brown

Knowing that we have the strength to survive those 
moments and come out on the other side. With new 

information, new ideas, new habits new skills that is how 
we get braver with our lives and with our hearts.  
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